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As a professional high quality Zhongyuan® Reactive Dye manufacture, you can rest assured to buy
Reactive Dye from our factory and we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely
delivery.We have achieved remarkable success in this domain as a result of our focused approach,
timely delivery, and ethical company philosophy.

Reactive Dye Summary:

Polyurethane Reactive Colorants designed to provide an effective way to tint a broad range of PU
products, Organic pigments make the paste bright in colour, Compatible with various applications.

As a professional high quality Zhongyuan® Reactive Dye manufacture, you can rest assured to buy
Reactive Dye from our factory and we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely delivery.

We're going to commit ourselves to giving our esteemed customers along with the most
enthusiastically considerate providers for China OEM China Effective Soaping Agent Used to
Remove Reactive Dyes Rg-Hxc, We encourage you to make get hold of as we've been seeking for
associates inside our venture. We are sure you are going to locate doing business enterprise with us
not only fruitful but also profitable. We are all set to provide you with what you require. China OEM
China Soaping Agent, Soaping Agent Remove Reactive Dyes, Based on products with high quality,
competitive price, and our full range service, we have accumulated professional strength and
experience, and we have built up a very good reputation in the field. Along with the continuous
development, we commit ourselves not only to the Chinese domestic business but also the
international market. May you moved by our high quality products and passionate service. Let's
open a new chapter of mutual benefit and double win.

We aim to understand high quality disfigurement through the output and supply the most beneficial
support to domestic and overseas buyers wholeheartedly for OEM Manufacturer China Reactive

Reactive Dye

As the professional manufacture, we would like to
provide you high quality Zhongyuan® Reactive Dye.
And we will offer you the best after-sale service and
timely delivery.
Polyurethane Reactive Colorants designed to provide
an effective way to tint a broad range of PU products,
Organic pigments make the paste bright in colour,
Compatible with various applications.
You can rest assured to buy Reactive Dye from our
factory and we will offer you the best after-sale service
and timely delivery.
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Dye, For additional facts, please make contact with us as shortly as possible!
OEM Manufacturer China Dyes, Zhongyuan® Reactive Dye, We take measure at any expense to
achieve essentially the most up-to-date equipment and approaches. The packing of nominated
brand is our a further distinguishing feature. The products to assure years of trouble-free service has
attracted a great deal customers. The solutions are obtainable in improved designs and richer
assortment, they're created scientifically of purely raw supplies. It readily available in a variety of
designs and specifications for your selection. The most recent kinds are a great deal better than the
preceding one particular and they are quite popular with lots of prospects.

Reactive Dye Detail

Colors give customers a good visual effect，also can mask stains, yellowing, surface damage,
consumers associate color with value

Hydraulic lapping equipment produces the optimal particle size for color strength and pigment
efficiency.

the uniform particle size for Low Viscosity paste for automatic machines at a very low dosage.

Chemical reaction coloring, stronger color fastness, more bright

Polyol soluble liquids，no precipitation， Easy for cleaning

Reactive Dye Applications :Industrial

Flexible foam

Rigid foam

Semi foam

Cast, Adhesive…

Reactive Dye Usage&Packing:

Usage: Add into polyol and full mixing
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Packing: 20Kg


